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Form FC 

Commonwealth of Australia 

Competition and Consumer Act 2010 — subsection 91C (1) 

APPLICATION FOR REVOCATION OF A NON-MERGER 

AUTHORISATION AND SUBSTITUTION OF A NEW 

AUTHORISATION  

To the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission: 

Application is hereby made under subsection 91C (1) of the Competition and 

Consumer Act 2010 for the revocation of an authorisation and the substitution of a 

new authorisation for the one revoked. 

PLEASE FOLLOW DIRECTIONS ON BACK OF THIS FORM 

1.  Applicant  

 (a) Name of applicant: 

Australian Brick & Blocklaying Training Foundation Ltd on behalf of itself, 

Think Brick Australia and the Concrete Masonry Association of Australia 

and their members. 

 (b) Description of business carried on by applicant: 

Promotion and support for bricklaying training and employment to address 

the current and future skill shortage. 

 (c) Address in Australia for service of documents on the applicant: 

Suite 24B, 479 Warrigal Road, 

MOORABBIN  VIC  3189 

 

2.  Revocation of authorisation  

 (a) Description of the authorisation, for which revocation is sought, including 
but not limited to the registration number assigned to that authorisation: 

Authorisation number A91133 and A91166 in relation to levies on sales of 

clay bricks and concrete masonry products. 

 (b) Provide details of the basis upon which revocation is sought: 

Revocation is sought to enable substitution of a new authorisation to apply a 

levy on the sale of clay bricks and concrete masonry to fund programs to 

address the skill shortage in bricklaying. 
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3.  Substitution of authorisation 

 (a) Provide a description of the contract, arrangement, understanding or 
conduct whether proposed or actual, for which substitution of authorisation 
is sought: 

The arrangement is an agreement between Think Brick Australia, the 

Concrete Masonry Association of Australia and their current and future 

members to apply a levy of up to $2 per 1,000 clay bricks sold and 10 cents 

per square metre on concrete masonry walling products sold in Victoria, 

New South Wales, Queensland, Western Australia, South Australia, 

Tasmania and the Australian Capital Territory. 

The arrangement includes a contribution from members of Think Brick 

Australia and the Concrete Masonry Association of Australia to match the  

levy applied. 

The levy and matching contributions are used to fund ABBTF programs. 

The levy calculation and collection procedure is attached as Appendix A. 

 (b) Description of the goods or services to which the contract, arrangement, 
understanding or conduct (whether proposed or actual) relate: 

The arrangement applies to clay bricks and concrete masonry products. 

 (c) The term for which substitute authorisation of the contract, arrangement or 
understanding (whether proposed or actual), or conduct, is being sought and 
grounds supporting this period of authorisation: 

The term being sought is ten years.  This is an appropriate term having 

regard for the investment in promoting the trade to school students from 

year 10 level, the support for apprentice employment, training and retention 

over three years, recognition of the four year apprenticeship term in most 

states, and the ongoing influence to up-skill and raise skill and management 

levels in the bricklaying and blocklaying workforce. 

To conclusively measure and assess the effectiveness of the above strategies 

a term of ten years is required. 
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4. Parties to the contract, arrangement or understanding (whether proposed 

or actual), or relevant conduct, for which substitution of authorisation is 

sought 

 (a) Names, addresses and description of business carried on by those other 
parties to the contract, arrangement or understanding (whether proposed or 
actual), or the relevant conduct: 

Current and future members of Think Brick Australia, PO Box 370, 

Artarmon NSW 1570 and the Concrete Masonry Association of Australia, 

PO Box 370, Artarmon NSW 1570. 

The application for authorisation also applies to bodies corporate which are 

subsidiaries, within the meaning of section 4A or the Trade Practices Act, of 

the members of the Australian Brick and Blocklaying Training Foundation 

Ltd, Think Brick Australia and the Concrete Masonry Association of 

Australia, and are manufacturers of the clay brick and concrete masonry 

products to which the authorised levies will apply. 

The above companies manufacture and sell clay bricks and concrete 

masonry products to which the authorised levies will apply. 

 (b) Names, addresses and descriptions of business carried on by parties and 
other persons on whose behalf this application is made: 

See 4(a). 

 (c) Where those parties on whose behalf the application is made are not known 
- description of the class of business carried on by those possible parties to 
the contract or proposed contract, arrangement or understanding: 

  Not applicable, parties are known. 

 

5.  Public benefit claims  

 (a) Arguments in support of application for substitution of authorisation: 

ABBTF is focused on addressing the current and future skill shortage in 

brick and blocklaying by promoting the trade to attract quality young people 

and supporting the employment and training of apprentices to achieve full 

qualifications to add value to the workforce and the industry. 

ABBTF submits that the strategy to address the skill shortage and to 

increase the quality, knowledge, skills, management and availability of 

bricklayers does provide a public benefit in the form of: 

1. Addressing the fluctuating skill shortage which is becoming more 

acute with the increase in building activity and fewer new apprentice 

candidates. 
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2. Targeted marketing to create training and employment opportunities 

for young people. 

3. Step Out Programs and Try a Trade for students in secondary 

schools. 

4. Apprentice employment incentives and benefits are promoted to 

bricklayers through a wide distribution of DL Flyers and the 

www.abbtf.com.au website. 

5. Recommencing Out of Trade apprentices has been a key activity in 

improving the retention of apprentices thereby reducing lost skills 

within the industry and saving training costs. 

6. Retention in the apprenticeship to achieve a completion and a full 

qualification. 

7. An improved profiling and suitability process to avoid a withdrawal 

or cancellation in the apprenticeship. 

8. Mentoring and support programs to achieve completions. 

9. Travel support to enable apprentices in remote regions to attend 

training. 

10. Enable adult workers to train and gain employment as an apprentice. 

11. Up-skilling of the current workforce by supporting the recognition 

of skills and knowledge to achieve a qualification. 

12. To improve the quality of training from TAFE and other registered 

training organisations. 

13. Research is conducted by ABBTF to improve strategies on 

recruiting, employment and training. 

14. Improve skills and knowledge in the workforce to meet Australian 

building standards. 

15. To encourage best practice in brick and block installation, as well as 

efficiency and small business management. 

16. Reduce construction delays caused by lack of skills and availability 

of tradesmen. 

17. Measuring the effectiveness of marketing activities. 

http://www.abbtf.com.au/
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(b) Facts and evidence relied upon in support of these claims: 

The following facts and evidence support the benefits as listed in 5(a): 

1. A skill shortage in bricklaying is looming as forecast housing 

commencements from the Housing Industry Association indicate an 

increase form 151,511 in 2012 to 168,066 in 2015. 

Apprentice numbers in training have fallen by 30% over the two 

years to June 2013 as reported by National Centre for Vocational 

Education Research (NCVER). 

ABBTF have more than 150 vacancies for new apprentices which 

cannot be adequately filled due to young people staying at school 

and preferring an academic or non-trade occupation. 

More investment is needed to promote the trade and better source 

good candidates for bricklaying.  ABBTF is the only organisation 

solely dedicated to promoting and supporting the training of brick 

and blocklaying tradespeople.  This particular trade has suffered 

from a lower level of prestige in comparison to other construction 

trades.  The creation of ABBTF continues to help raise the profile of 

this trade, and was created at the behest of the brick and block 

manufacturing industry.  There is evidence of an improving 

bricklaying workforce during the period of implementing ABBTF 

strategies. 

The challenge of attracting apprentices into the trade has led to an 

increasingly aged workforce.  ABBTF has reduced this trend and in 

fact, reversed it.   The median age of bricklayers has declined from 

38 in 2006 to 37 years old in 2011. 

The age profile of bricklayers in the 2006 and 2011 Census is below: 
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2. The marketing strategy is to promote the trade through the Become 

a Bricklayer website and regular promotions to schools, youth and 

the community. 

Through our in-depth knowledge of the trade, tailored marketing and 

evidence-based research, ABBTF has developed a focused and 

targeted marketing campaign that underpins the reduction of the 

median age of the workforce. 

The two messages to young people are: 

“Bricklaying Skills Provide My Future Freedom”.  This is portrayed 

by a promotional DVD on the Top 10 reasons to consider 

bricklaying sent to all Australian secondary schools, training centres 

and played at careers events.  The message is also on the website 

and on printed collateral. 

“A Bricklaying Apprenticeship Opens Doors”.  This is in poster 

form and on the website.  It aims to attract young ambitious people 

who seek a career in the construction industry. 

Branding has also given ABBTF exposure and is recognised as a 

Foundation which supports and benefits young people in seeking 

training and employment opportunities. 

The website www.becomeabricklayer.com.au is active and effective 

in influencing young people’s decision in relation to an 

apprenticeship in bricklaying.  The site gets more than 5,000 visits 

and 12,000 page views per month. 

The Become a Bricklayer Facebook page has more than 7,600 Likes. 

3. Secondary school students benefit from the hands-on bricklaying 

experience provided by ABBTF.  The one day Try a Trade and up to 

five days Step Out Program provide students with a real experience 

in bricklaying which influences their consideration for future 

careers. 

A number of students from this program have gone on to start an 

apprenticeship in bricklaying.  Over the past five years 12,845 

students have participated in this taster program. 

4. Hiring an Apprentice is promoted with the many benefits of 

employing an apprentice and ABBTF financial support with a 

subsidy (currently $3,000) paid in addition to support from other 

sources. 

http://www.becomeabricklayer.com.au/
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More than 4,500 apprentices have been supported over the past five 

years with financial incentives for employers to hire and train 

apprentices. 

Currently 70% of apprentice in training are supported by ABBTF 

over the first three years of the apprenticeship.  The support has 

been higher in previous years prior to the reduction in the levy. 

The ABBTF subsidy support has been a significant factor in 

apprentices completing their training.   The number of apprentices 

completing their training with our support has increased to more 

than 500 per annum.   

Clearly, the ABBTF subsidy does make a difference.  But even more 

importantly, managing the distribution through a brick & 

blocklaying trade foundation ensures that this subsidy is 

appropriately targeted and supportive of trade specific needs. 

For instance, the in-depth knowledge of the trade and evidence 

based research is integral to the development of meaningful support 

and information.  The message of “Bricklayer and Apprentice – 

makes good business sense” was a result of national discussions and 

marketing strategy development with bricklayers currently in the 

trade.  The website www.abbtf.com.au strongly promotes this 

message and includes meaningful details for employers that provide 

real benefits.   

The trade is also contacted through e-newsletters (up to 20 per 

annum), SMS marketing and blogs (50 per annum). 

The website has approximately 2,000 visits and 4,500 page views 

each month. 

The industry benefits from this program by adding new entrants into 

the workforce through the apprenticeship scheme which improves 

industry wide skills and efficiency. 

5. Recommencing Out of Trade apprentices has had good success with 

the use of the custom built ABBTF database and ongoing 

communication with apprentices and potential employers.  The lack 

of consistent work over recent years and employer/apprentice 

compatibility has seen more cancellations and therefore more 

ABBTF resources applied to recommencing apprentices with new 

employers.  This process avoids the waste of training and provides 

industry benefits from improved apprentice completions. 

http://www.abbtf.com.au/
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6. Retention of apprentices in training has been a focus over recent 

years.  The strategy is to prepare the apprentice and employer with 

“What to Expect” and “What is Expected of You” in a manner that 

is tailored to the brick and blocklaying trade. 

In the past, the ABBTF had successfully attempted to simply attract 

more individuals into the trade.  Post GFC, and more recently, the 

ABBTF has shifted the strategic emphasis to attracting well suited 

individuals and targeting support to reduce unnecessary drop outs.  

This can only be done through close and consistent communication 

with apprentices and employers.   

Regular retention calls or visits are made to support both parties and 

get early detection of potential cancellations.  The ABBTF database 

reports on cancellations and, importantly, the reasons.  This provides 

the ABBTF with a strong capability to improve retention and 

completion of apprenticeships.  See tables below. 

 

Apprentice Cancellations by 

Duration:  
Progressive to Dec-13 

NATIONAL Up to Total % 

 
3  mths            646                   21.7  

 
1 year         1,139                   38.3  

 
18 mths            505                   17.0  

 
2 years            359                   12.1  

 
30 mths            194                      6.5  

 
3 years            133                      4.5  

 
          2,976                 100.0  

Apprentice Cancellation 

Reasons: 

Progressive to Dec-13 

Total % 

From Apprentice 
 

  

Not Suited to Bricklaying                470  36.6 

Not Enough Work/Can't Afford App                248  19.3 

Incompatible                155  12.1 

Moved                128  10.0 

Injury/Illness                  65  5.1 

Closure of Business                  74  5.8 

Other                145  11.3 

             1,285  100.0 

7. A process of profiling is ensuring people are suitable to enter the 

trade.  Resumes are assessed and work trials are arranged before the 

training and employment contract is signed.  ABBTF also play a role 

in matching young people to suitable employers.  Information on 
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what it takes to be a bricklayer is available on the website and 

voiced by our state based managers and field representatives. 

8. Mentoring is provided by ABBTF staff and field representatives to 

ensure there is appropriate training, employment conditions and 

progress being made.  ABBTF mentoring leverages the fact that the 

field representatives have bricklaying experience,   

Retention calls can detect issues and provide an early warning 

system that directs field representatives to those most in need, or in 

some instances, referrals made to appropriate bodies for assistance. 

ABBTF mentoring for some apprentices is made on behalf of Master 

Builders Association in their Construction Apprenticeship 

Mentoring Scheme (CAMS) program. 

9. Travel support has been provided by ABBTF to many apprentices 

who travel more than 100 kilometres to TAFE for their bricklayer 

training.  This makes quality training available and helps overcome 

the barriers of distance, time and cost.  Bricklayer training is not 

generally available in remote locations due to the costs of training 

small groups.  ABBTF support is a great benefit to disadvantaged 

apprentices and the industry.  ABBTF has made 229 payments to 

apprentices over the past five year. 

10. ABBTF has provided support to employers of mature age 

apprentices, over 21 years of age, to partly offset the higher adult 

wages cost.  We promote the value and advantages of adult 

apprentices which lead to many new apprentice sign ups from this 

group who are unemployed or seeking a career change. 

ABBTF has supported mature age apprentices with 407 payments 

over the past five years. 

11. ABBTF has invested in up-skilling by providing financial support 

for existing unqualified bricklayers to undergo the assessment 

process of Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) and gap training to 

achieve a qualification.  This support improves the skills in the 

workforce and makes the bricklayer eligible to employ an 

apprentice. 

ABBTF has supported 212 bricklayers to achieve a qualification 

over the past five years. 

12. The quality of training in bricklaying can vary due to differences in 

facilities, commitment, skills, location and employer influence.  
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ABBTF closely monitor training progress to ensure satisfactory 

progression in learning is being achieved.  This is done with 

retention calls, visits to TAFE and through the subsidy claim 

procedure.  

Conditions of eligibility for ABBTF subsidies include conditions the 

employer must meet in training the apprentice such as giving trowel 

time to achieve competency.  This avoids the unfortunate but 

common practice of using an apprentice as cheap labour and ensures 

valuable on-the-job training time.  It is unlikely this ‘cheap labour’ 

practice would change without the oversight and management of the 

levy by an industry focused group, such as the ABBTF.  Claim 

forms must also be signed off by the TAFE or registered training 

organisation to ensure the apprentice attends training and is making 

satisfactory progress.   

Random calls to the apprentice are made to validate the training and 

the skills acquired. 

13. ABBTF conducted research in 2013 on the challenges faced by 

employers in recruiting and employing apprentices.  More than 560 

participated in the survey. 

The report “Bricklaying Contractors Stepping Up” influenced our 

strategy to focus on the quality of new apprentices and assisting 

employers on selection and support in the apprentice’s probation 

period. 

Research was also conducted in 2009 on “Barriers and Drivers for 

Bricklaying Apprenticeships”.  The 14 recommendations have been 

valuable in shaping our model to improve outcomes and reducing 

the median age of practicing bricklayers. 

14. To meet Australian standards (Masonry Structures AS3700), 

bricklayers need a level of knowledge and skill.  ABBTF recognise 

that 50% of contractors are not qualified and regularly publish 

information to assist in the technical aspects of the trade.  ABBTF 

also work with industry, bricklaying associations and groups to 

make sure information is relayed to the trade. 

15. Best practice in bricklaying is continually promoted by ABBTF 

through e-newsletters and blogs on the website. 

ABBTF is working with builders and brick and block manufacturers 

to identify and improve bricklaying practices on site.  Improved 
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techniques and practices improve efficiency and productivity for the 

industry. 

16. Construction delays and faulty workmanship are costly to the 

industry.  The building cycle can create pressure on available skilled 

bricklayers; however, planned and timely intake of apprentices with 

ABBTF support does moderate the demand for skills. 

17. Measuring the effectiveness of marketing activities has shown 

benefits in terms of improved new apprentice sign ups.  A short 

survey of employers on what influenced their decision to employ 

and apprentice indicated that ABBTF promotion had an impact.  See 

below. 

  

TOTAL               % 

Choose ONE of the following that helped make your 

decision to hire an apprentice: 

  Q1 A phone call to or from ABBTF? 39 17.0 

Q2 Printed materials from ABBTF? 30 13.1 

Q3 

Visiting one of our websites or receiving an email 

newsletter? 28 12.2 

Q4 A site visit from ABBTF? 28 12.2 

 

If none of the above are selected, name source as in 5 below: 

Q5 Was there any other important source of information? 

If so, what? 

 

- AAC 21 9.2 

 

- Ex Labourer 4 1.7 

 

- Needed an Apprentice 26 11.4 

 

- Son/Family 33 14.4 

 

- TAFE 18 7.9 

 

- Work Experience 2 0.9 

  
229 100.0 

 

ABBTF also promoted the Federal Government’s Kickstart 

incentives to employ an apprentice during the five months to April 

2013.  The trade is not always aware of these incentives and ABBTF 

was able to create awareness through its extensive database and 

numerous communication channels. 

The result showed a marked increase in new apprentice sign-ups 

compared with the same period a year earlier. 

This continued effort across all facets of the operation has helped to 

turn around the aging workforce trend and has resulted for the first 

time in many years, a reduction of the median age of the bricklaying 

workforce.   
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Sign-ups by state: 
   

Apprentice Registrations 

 
State 

1-Dec-12 to 

30-Apr-13 

1-Dec-11 to 

30-Apr-12 

% 

Increase 

 VIC 193 141 36.9 

 NSW 126 95 32.6 

 ACT 7 15 -53.3 

 QLD 41 27 51.9 

 TAS 5 4 25.0 

 SA 26 14 85.7 

 WA 115 47 144.7 

 TOTAL 513 343 49.6 

Evidence of the success of the ABBTF programs comes in the form 

of many calls and messages from students, schools, apprentices, 

parents, bricklayers and training organisations thanking ABBTF for 

the work which leads to successful outcomes in the training and 

employment of apprentices. 

Additional Information 

Australian Brick & Blocklaying Training Foundation is a not-for-

profit company, and a public company Limited by Guarantee. 

The structure of the Board of Directors enables participation from 

the four key brick and block manufacturing companies who are 

major contributors to the Foundation.  

Three Directors represent builders from the eastern states and 

another director brings training expertise from his role at a TAFE in 

Western Australia.  Personnel from the Housing Industry 

Association (HIA) and the Master Builders Association (MBA) hold 

Director positions, as does the ABBTF Chief Executive Officer. 

 

6.  Market definition  

  Provide a description of the market(s) in which the goods or services 
described at 3 (b) are supplied or acquired and other affected markets 
including: significant suppliers and acquirers; substitutes available for the 
relevant goods or services; any restriction on the supply or acquisition of 
the relevant goods or services (for example geographic or legal restrictions): 

The markets in which clay bricks and concrete masonry products are 

supplied are: 

  Commercial construction market  

  Residential construction market 
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Other affected markets are: 

  The supply of bricklayer services 

  The supply of apprentice employment services through group 

training companies 

  The supply of bricklayer training services 

The residential and commercial construction markets are supplied clay 

bricks and concrete masonry by manufacturers.  It is estimated that parties 

to this scheme represent at least 90% of the total supply nationally. 

In the residential market, builders purchase the clay bricks and concrete 

masonry.  The top 100 builders in Australia represent 33% of total 

dwellings constructed according to the Housing Industry Association 2013 

report. 

Supply of product is restricted by geographical breakdown due to the cost 

factor of transport over long distances. 

The supply of bricklaying services generally can be segmented into 

residential and commercial markets.  A small proportion of the trade may 

move between states where construction activity is higher for better 

employment prospects.  ABBTF apprentice support programs are the same 

or similar for bricklaying contractors across the country. 

Group training companies compete in a market of apprentice employment.  

All are entitled to the same ABBTF benefits within the state of operation.  

The market is defined as local or state based. 

Bricklayer training is provided by TAFE colleges or private registered 

training organisations.  Training delivery methods may vary as do 

assessments of apprentices, however, all assess competencies against a 

national training package.  ABBTF subsidies to employers require evidence 

of satisfactory training progress from training organisations recognised by 

ABBTF. 

 

7.  Public detriments 

 (a) Detriments to the public resulting or likely to result from the substitute 
authorisation, in particular the likely effect of the conduct on the prices of 
the goods or services described at 3 (b) above and the prices of goods or 
services in other affected markets: 
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The levy for which authorisation is being sought is $2 per thousand on clay 

bricks and 10 cents per square metre in the wall for concrete masonry.  This 

would add $16 to the average sized home in all states except Western 

Australia where double brick construction means the levy represents $40 for 

the average house.  Authorisations for this level have been in place since 

2006 and we submit that it continues. 

The above levy has been applied and matched by participating brick and 

block manufacturers in all states from 2007 to June 2011.  The levy was 

then reduced to the current rate of $1.50 per thousand on clay bricks and 7.5 

cents per square metre in the wall for concrete masonry. 

The public detriment may be seen as an additional amount included in the 

total price of the product sold; however, this is not significant in terms of 

the price of bricks and blocks and the overall cost of construction.  

Greater costs may be incurred if skill shortages occur through lack of skilled 

contractors. 

 (b) Facts and evidence relevant to these detriments: 

As above. 

 

8.  Contracts, arrangements or understandings in similar terms  

This application for substitute authorisation may also be expressed to be made in 
relation to other contracts, arrangements or understandings (whether proposed or 
actual) that are, or will be, in similar terms to the abovementioned contract, 
arrangement or understanding 

 (a) Is this application to be so expressed? 

No. 

 (b) If so, the following information is to be furnished: 

 (i) description of any variations between the contract, arrangement or 
understanding for which substitute authorisation has been sought and those 
contracts, arrangements or understandings that are stated to be in similar 
terms: 

Not applicable. 

 (ii) Where the parties to the similar term contract, arrangement or 
understanding(s) are known - names, addresses and description of business 
carried on by those other parties: 

Not applicable. 
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 (iii) Where the parties to the similar term contract, arrangement or 
understanding(s) are not known — description of the class of business 
carried on by those possible parties: 

Not applicable. 

 

9.  Joint Ventures  

 (a) Does this application deal with a matter relating to a joint venture (See 
section 4J of the Competition and Consumer Act 2010)? 

No. 

 (b) If so, are any other applications being made simultaneously with this 
application in relation to that joint venture? 

Not applicable. 

 (c) If so, by whom or on whose behalf are those other applications being made? 

Not applicable. 

 

10.  Further information 

 (a) Name, postal address and telephone contact details of the person authorised 
by the parties seeking revocation of authorisation and substitution of a 
replacement authorisation to provide additional information in relation to 
this application: 

Geoff Noble, Chief Executive Officer 

Australian Brick & Blocklaying Training Foundation Ltd 

Suite 24B, 479 Warrigal Road 

MOORABBIN  VIC  3189. 

 

Dated 11 April 2014 

Signed by/on behalf of the applicant 

 

Geoffrey Walter Noble 

Australian Brick & Blocklaying Training Foundation Ltd 

Chief Executive Officer 
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DIRECTIONS 

1. Where there is insufficient space on this form to furnish the required information, 
the information is to be shown on separate sheets, numbered consecutively and 
signed by or on behalf of the applicant. 

2. Where the application is made by or on behalf of a corporation, the name of the 
corporation is to be inserted in item 1 (a), not the name of the person signing the 
application and the application is to be signed by a person authorised by the 
corporation to do so. 

3. In item 1 (b), describe that part of the applicant’s business relating to the subject 
matter of the contract, arrangement or understanding, or the relevant conduct, in 
respect of which substitute authorisation is sought. 

4. In completing this form, provide details of the contract, arrangement or 
understanding (whether proposed or actual), or the relevant conduct, in respect of 
which substitute authorisation is sought.  

 (a) to the extent that the contract, arrangement or understanding, or the relevant 
conduct, has been reduced to writing — provide a true copy of the writing; 
and 

 (b) to the extent that the contract, arrangement or understanding, or the relevant 
conduct, has not been reduced to writing — provide a full and correct 
description of the particulars that have not been reduced to writing; and 

 (c) If substitute authorisation is sought for a contract, arrangement or 
understanding (whether proposed or actual) which may contain an 
exclusionary provision — provide details of that provision.  

5. Where substitute authorisation is sought on behalf of other parties provide details 
of each of those parties including names, addresses, descriptions of the business 
activities engaged in relating to the subject matter of the authorisation, and 
evidence of the party’s consent to authorisation being sought on their behalf. 

6. Provide details of those public benefits claimed to result or to be likely to result 
from the contract, arrangement or understanding (whether proposed or actual), or 
the relevant conduct, including quantification of those benefits where possible. 

7. Provide details of the market(s) likely to be affected by the contract, arrangement 
or understanding (whether proposed or actual), in particular having regard to 
goods or services that may be substitutes for the good or service that is the subject 
matter of the application for substitute authorisation. 

8. Provide details of the detriments to the public, including those resulting from the 
lessening of competition, which may result from the contract, arrangement or 
understanding (whether proposed or actual). Provide quantification of those 
detriments where possible. 

9. Where the application is made also in respect of other contracts, arrangements or 
understandings, which are or will be in similar terms to the contract, arrangement 
or understanding referred to in item 2, furnish with the application details of the 
manner in which those contracts, arrangements or understandings vary in their 
terms from the contract, arrangements or understanding referred to in item 2. 
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APPENDIX A 

 

ABBTF FUNDING 
 

 

LEVY CALCULATION 
 

CLAY BRICKS 

$2 per thousand on bricks delivered  

$4 per thousand for double height in Western Australia 

 

CONCRETE MASONRY 

10 cents per square metre in the wall 

(Including all fractions) 

 

OTHER CONDITIONS: 

Includes: Ex-yard pick ups 

  Sales to country and interstate agents 

 

Excludes: Pavers 

  Landscape Products 

  Clay Special Shapes 

  Export Sales 

  Inter-company yard transfers 

 

Levy is to be invoiced as a separate line item. 

GST is applicable to the levy. 

 

ACROSS STATE BORDERS 

The bricklaying/blocklaying training levy is to include sales to customers with 

interstate addresses outside your state of despatch.  

 

Sales to interstate clients (including the ACT) are determined by postcode and are to 

be advised separately to S J Canny Pty Ltd (Levy Collection Agency) to enable 

segregation of the funds for use in that state or the ACT. 

 

The levy does not apply to stock transfers across state borders or sales to clients in the 

Northern Territory. 

 

JOINT FUNDING 

Your clients should be reminded that the scheme is jointly funded with manufacturers 

and they are contributing a 50% share of the investment. 

 

SALES TO PARTICPATING COMPANIES 

If a sale is made to another Company who is participating in the scheme; no levy is 

applied as the levy will be applied with the final sale to the customer. 
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COLLECTION PROCEDURE 
 

1. The “Advice of Brick & Blocklayer Training Levy” is emailed by ABBTF to each 

participating manufacturer as a template for monthly returns. 

 

2. Manufacturers complete the advice form using their company letterhead with the 

total levy amount for the month.  This includes sales of clay and concrete masonry 

products for the month plus the matching contribution from the manufacturer. 

 

3. Advice form sent to SJ Canny Pty Ltd (Business and Taxation Advisors) who 

have been appointed as independent accountants for the levy collection.  Advice 

must be received by the cut-off date, the 10
th

 of each month, for the previous 

month’s sales. 

 

4. SJ Canny prepare tax invoices with GST added and sends to each manufacturer by 

mail. 

 

5. Manufacturer remits the levy amount as per the tax invoice (inc. GST) to the 

ABBTF Trust Account held by SJ Canny within 30 days of the month of reported 

sales. 

 

6. SJ Canny send total levies received to the ABBTF General Account and a report 

showing total levies paid by state and total outstanding for the month with no 

disclosure of the individual company contributions. 

 

CONFIDENTIALITY 

The levy is collected by an independent accountant to ensure confidentiality.  SJ 

Canny Pty Ltd (Business and Taxation Advisors) have been appointed to collect the 

levy and are bound by a confidentiality agreement. 

 

Levy collections are always reported in total by state with no disclosure of individual 

contributions. 

 

COMPLIANCE AUDIT 

The collection and contribution process and calculations adopted by all participating 

companies is subject to a compliance audit.  The audit is conducted at random by an 

independent auditor, TV Lant & Associates, to ensure the validity of the levy 

collections.  The results of the compliance audit are reported to the board but will not 

disclose confidential levy amounts of individual companies. 

 








